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Hong Kong’s 2017 export growth momentum was maintained into the opening months of
2018, with the HKTDC Export Index then jumping into expansionary territory in 2Q/2018, indicating
the likelihood of sustained export growth over the near term. While the world’s economic fundamentals may warrant a more optimistic outlook and faster growth for 2018, the looming Sino-US
trade war poses a major threat and could significantly reduce the pace of growth if punitive trade
measures are eventually adopted by both sides.

Continued Export Growth in Early 2018
Following a strong rebound in 2017, Hong Kong’s total exports continued to perform well in
the first four months of 2018, given the solid and broad-based recovery in the world economy.
Both private consumption and business investment in the developed world have continued to support growth.

Favourable Global Economic Environment
Partly supported by continued growth momentum, market sentiment and the US’ expansionary fiscal policy, the IMF revised its world growth forecast upwards in April raising it from 3.7% to
3.9% for 2018, despite some signs of a slowdown in the first three months of the year. This accelerated growth projection can be attributed to the improved performance of developed economies,
particularly the US, which are now expected to deliver combined growth of 2.5%, 0.5% up on the
original October 2017 forecast.

Jewellery Trade
In the first four months of 2018, Hong Kong’s exports of fine jewellery grew by about 20% –
the highest among all of the major sectors. This robust export growth was driven by the demand
for gold jewellery, while global economic growth also boosted demand for high-end accessories,
such as diamonds. However, given that the gold price has remained high since the second half of
2017, the growth of fine jewellery exports is expected to slow down somewhat for the remainder
of the year.
Sino-US Trade War Posting the Prominent Risk
the Sino-US trade dispute remains the most prominent and immediate threat to Hong Kong’s
export outlook. In fact, the risk that major trade barriers will be imposed has grown considerably.
In 2017, China’s share of the US’ overall trade deficit in goods soared to 47%, up from 32% in 2007.
This makes the trade deficit with China particularly politically sensitive. With trade tensions heightening between the US and other countries, many of them normally seen as US allies, it may be
difficult to calm Sino-US trade relations over the coming months.

Following the 2017 recovery, growth momentum of Hong Kong’s exports has extended into
the first few months of 2018. With favourable world economic fundamentals, the HKTDC Export
Index jumped into the expansionary zone in Q2 2018, indicating the likelihood of sustained Hong
Kong export growth momentum over the near term.
While the world’s economic fundamentals may warrant a more optimistic outlook and faster
growth for 2018 than were originally forecast in December 2017, the looming Sino-US trade war
is posing a major threat in the near term and could significantly reduce the pace of growth should
punitive trade measures be imposed by both sides. Inevitably, Hong Kong exporters are becoming
increasingly pessimistic about the possible impact of the ongoing Sino-US trade friction, with 43%
of those recently surveyed worried about a negative impact, compared to just 26% who shared this
view in the first quarter of 2018. Against such a backdrop then, it seems prudent to expect Hong
Kong exports to have growth of around 6% for 2018 as a whole.

